AN OFFICIAL PRESS RELEASE

Vessl Inc.

Tea of a Kind Honors Trevor Ho man
LA JOLLA, Calif., March 23, 2018 (Newswire.com) - Tea of a
Kind™, in partnership with San Diego Sports Innovators
(SDSI), held a dinner honoring Trevor Hoffman on March 20,
celebrating Mr. Hoffman’s amazing career and induction into
the 2018 National Baseball Hall of Fame.
Mr. Hoffman’s illustrious career included over 15 years of
pitching for the San Diego Padres, seven National League AllStar games and becoming the first pitcher to reach not only the 500 save milestone, but also the 600
save milestone.
The event, held at the Estancia La Jolla Hotel and Spa, was hosted by Basketball Hall of Famer Bill
Walton. In attendance were some of San Diego’s most accomplished entrepreneurs, business
leaders and members of the SDSI. Dinner was profuse with heartfelt toasts honoring Hoffman’s
accolades and capped off with a speech from Trevor himself where he expressed what it was like to
be inducted into the Hall of Fame. Of course, throughout the event, Hoffman and others could be
found having a conversation over Tea of a Kind’s newly released tea Raspberry Yerba Mate.
The all-natural flavors, real brewed tea, and powerful antioxidants of Tea of a Kind are tucked safely
away in the nitrogen-pressurized and oxygen-depleted Vessl™ closure. Vessl™ protects the freshly
brewed tea against the damaging impact of UV light, oxidation and other conditions that degrade
flavor, color, aroma and antioxidants in other bottled, ready-to-drink teas. A simple twist of the
Vessl™ closure instantly mixes the content in the bottle and provides strong visual confirmation that
the fresh-brewed tea has been activated and is ready to refresh. To learn about the VesslTM closure
and delivery device, visit www.vesslinc.com and to learn more about Tea of a Kind, visit
www.teaofakind.com.
For more information about this topic, please contact Director of Marketing Karin Gerlach at 859462-1820 or email at karin.gerlach@vesslinc.com.
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